Introducing Kindred Outdoor & Surrounds

A New Brand of Outdoor Living Products and Fireplace Surrounds

Distinguished by craftsmanship, accentuated by firelight, and designed to gather round, Kindred Outdoors & Surrounds creates memorable spaces that bring people together through thoughtful composition and functionality. With hand-forged fire bowls, fireplace surrounds, and outdoor kitchens, friends and family can commune, converse, and unwind in comfort both inside and outside of the home.

Artisan Fire Bowls
Made from strong, glass-fiber reinforced concrete and hand-sanded through a four-step finishing process. Each fire bowl ships complete with lava rock, industry-leading burner, and natural gas or liquid propane.

Signature Kitchens & Outdoor Cabinets
Easily customized and an installed solution for creating a stone masonry outdoor kitchen using modular cabinetry units. Installed in less than half the time compared to traditional building techniques.

Fireplace Surrounds
Fireplaces forged with the heritage of craftsmanship. Available in four colors designed to represent various types of natural limestone. Easy to install with no additional wall support needed.

Outdoor Fireplaces & Fire Pits
The perfect centerpiece to your outdoor space. Choose from our unique design options and fuel types. Each fireplace and fire pit is ready to be dressed with stone or brick for an impressive custom masonry appearance.

800.925.1491  www.mykindredliving.com
Features & Benefits

Artisan Fire Bowls
- Made from a proprietary blend of limestone aggregates to replicate natural limestone
- Hand-sanded through a four-step finishing process
- Subtle variations in texture & color emulate natural limestone
- Available in 4 different colors and two finishes: travertine and honed finish
- Everything’s Included
- Ships with CSA Approved Gas Components
- 65,000 BTU Match-Lit Burner complying with CSA standards
- Ships Ready for Installation to Fixed Gas Piping, NG or LP
- Includes Standard Lava Rock

Fireplace Surrounds
- Collection of 10 Surrounds
- 2 Mantels, available in 2 sizes
- Matching hearth stones and raised seating hearth accessories available
- 4 Colors and 2 Finishes, Travertine and Honed
- Hand-sanded through a four-step finishing process
- Subtle variations in texture & color emulate natural limestone
- No two surrounds are exactly alike
- Easy installation
- Lightweight proprietary design
- Installs with two people
- No additional wall support is needed
- Ships complete with an installation kit

Signature Kitchens & Outdoor Cabinets
- Modular System Composed of GFRC
- Can be installed on any solid flooring surface without concrete footings or rebar
- Installed in less than half the time compared to traditional building techniques
- Each kitchen has been predesigned to fit a variety of size and style configurations
- Ships complete with all necessary cabinets, bolts and end-caps.

Outdoor Fireplaces & Fire Pits
- Modular System Composed of GFRC
- Can be installed on any solid flooring surface without concrete footings or rebar
- Installed in less than half the time compared to traditional building techniques
- Each kitchen has been predesigned to fit a variety of size and style configurations
- Ships complete with all necessary cabinets, bolts and end-caps.